1...FIRE BROOKSIDE RD 092808
Officer reported an object on fire in the roadway in front of Brookside Hall. Officer extinguished.

2...DISTURBANCE EUCLID 092808
Officer responded to a noise complaint. Residents were advised the residents of the SMC codes regarding noise and possibility of a citation.

3...TRAFFIC CRIMINAL PERSHING 092808
Officer conducted a traffic stop and learned the driver’s license was suspended. Driver was cited for the offense.

4...AIDED STOCKTON PD OFF CAMPUS 092808
Officers assisted SPD with a perimeter of a vehicle pursuit. Driver of vehicle fled on foot. Driver was located on top of a roof at 217 Knoles. Officers located a gun in the abandoned vehicle’s floorboard. Passenger was also taken into custody.

5...THEFT DELTA GAMMA 092808
Victim reported her bicycle stolen. Suspects cut the cable lock to gain access. Officer responded and initiated a report.

6...TRAFFIC/CRIMINAL PACIFIC AVE 092808
Officer conducted a traffic stop and learned the driver’s license was suspended. Driver was arrested via citation and vehicle was towed.

7...CASUALTY JOHN BALLANTYNE 092908
Officer and medics responded to a report of an ill female. Female was transported to a local hospital.

8...WEAPONS ARREST DeROSA UNIVERSITY CTR. 092908
Officers responded to a report of two suspicious males on campus. Officers contacted the subjects and arrested one for possession of a weapon on school grounds. Subject was transported to the county jail.

9...VANDALISM DeROSA UNIVERSITY CTR. 092908
Officers responded to a report of a suspicious male subject who left the restroom. Officers located the subject who admitted the vandalism located in the restroom.
10...WELFARE CHECK       MAIN LIBRARY       093008
Officers responded to a report of a possible ill male. Subject was only sleeping in his wheelchair and not in need of medics.

11...CASUALTY           PHYSICAL PLANT       093008
Officer and medics responded to a report of an ill female. Subject was transported to a local hospital.

12...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT   EISELEN HOUSE       093008
Officer responded to a report of a possible stalker case. The female victim made a report to the officer.

13...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT   OFF CAMPUS       093008
Officer responded to an Ephone activation from south campus. Male subject reported he needed an ambulance due to being assaulted off campus. Subject was transported to a locale hospital.

14...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT   PERSHING & MENDOCINO   100108
Officer responded to an aired SPD report of male pulling a female by her hair. Officers contacted the subjects and determined the female was intoxicated and male was trying to assist her home. Officers contacted family for assistance.

15...THEFT           GRACE COVELL       100108
Victim reported his bicycle stolen. Suspects cut the cable lock. Officer responded and initiated a report.

16...THEFT           BROOKSIDE HALL       100108
Victim reported his bicycle stolen. Suspect cut the cable lock. Officer responded and initiated a report.

17...AUTO BURGLARY     LOT 7           100108
Victim reported her vehicle burglarized. Passenger side door lock was punched. Video showed a Hispanic male 25, 5’8 to 5’10, stocky build wearing a red baseball cap and a white t-shirt committing the burglary. Suspect got into a 1997-2001 Silver Buick Regal driven by an unknown subject at 3:45 PM.

18...THEFT           DeROSA CENTER       100208
Victim reported flowers stolen while delivering to an event on campus. Officers were unable to locate the suspect and initiated a report.

19...AIDED STOCKTON PD   PACIFIC AVE       100208
SPD reported an at risk missing person. Subject was last seen getting off a bus in front of the University. Missing person was located.

20...THEFT           ATCHLEY WAY       100208
Officer was notified in the field of a theft. Officers initiated a report.
21...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT    ANDERSON HALL    100208
Officer responded to a report of a disconnected camera in the computer lab. Officer initiated a report.

22...THEFT    HEALTH SCIENCE    100208
Victim reported his bicycle stolen. Suspects cut the cable lock. Officer responded to Public Safety and initiated report.

23...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT    PACIFIC HOUSE    100308
Officers responded to a report of a male subject refusing to leave the residence. Subject was underage and refused. Subject began making threats. Subject left prior to officers arrival.

24...ALCOHOL TRANSPORT    DELTA GAMMA    100308
Officers reported medics on scene at Sorority Cir. Officer advised a female subject was transported via ambulance for alcohol intoxication.

25...DUI ARREST    FULTON & COMMERCE    100308
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined driver was DUI. CHP responded and arrested the driver. The two passengers were also arrested, one for drunk in public and one for outstanding warrants.

26...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT    OWEN HALL    100308
Officer responded to a report of a subject trying to get inside her office. Officer contacted the subject and determined the subject was a construction worker.

27...AIDED STOCKTON PD    MONTEREY & PACIFIC    100308
Officers assisted SPD with traffic control of a 3 vehicle accident.

28...ROBBERY    OFF CAMPUS    100308
SPD reported aired a strong armed robbery in the area. Officers located the suspect seen on the levee towards Pershing. Victim did not want to file charges, only property back.

29...THEFT    DeROSA CENTER    100308
Victim reported his razor scooter stolen. Officers responded and initiated a report.

30...WEAPONS ARREST    PACIFIC CIR    100408
Officer observed a male and female in a verbal argument while in a vehicle. Subjects were interviewed and released.

31...UNIVERSITY REG    GRACE COVELL    100408
Officers responded to a report of subjects smoking marijuana in a residence. Subjects fled the room prior to officer’s arrival. Officers initiated a report.